
Year   5   Weekly   Plan   
  

W/B   11.01  MYON   Reading   Maths   Reading   session   Literacy   PE   Topic   

Monday    If   you   are   unsure   of   
your   log   in   details   
please   email   your   
teacher.   You   should   
be   reading   for   at   
least   30   minutes   a   
day.   

   Multiples   
  

What   is   a   multiple?   Why   are   
they   important?   Discover   all   
in   this   lesson.     

   5SHe-   Demon   Dentist   
I n   this   lesson,   we   will   be   
introduced   to   the   author   and   
the   book   and   use   clues   from   
the   front   cover.   

5AA-   There’s   a   boy   in   the   girl’s   
bathroom.   
To   explore   a   theme.   Analysing   
the   theme   of   ‘fitting   in’.   

Non   Chronological   
Report     
  

You   will   start   by   
examining   the   features   
of   a   non   chronological   
report.     

PE   with   Joe   Wicks     
  

PSHE-Making   healthy   
choices   
  

Following   on   from   PE,you   
will   explore   the   
importance   of   a   balanced   
diet.     

Monday   
Support   

If   you   are   unsure   of   
your   log   in   details   
please   email   your   
teacher.You   should   
be   reading   at   least   
30   minutes   a   day.   

WR   Two   times   tables   
  

Looking   at   different   
questions   related   to   the   two   
times   tables.   

To   explore   the   themes   of   stories  Exploring   complex   
sentences.   

PE   with   Joe   Wicks   PSHE-Making   healthy   choices   

Tuesday   MYON-   Choose   a   
Non-   fiction   text.     

  Factors   
  

All   children   will   understand   
the   term   “factor”.    Some   
children   will   focus   on   
“common   factors.”   

Handwriting -   Please   complete   
this   on   paper.    The   common   
exception   words   can   be   found   
on   Google   Classroom.    Send   us   
a   picture   of   your   lovely   work!   

Non   Chronological   
Report     
  

This   lesson   will   focus   
on   spelling-   in   
particular,   the   letter   
string   “fer”.   

Online   Yoga   through   
Google   Classroom   

History   
Ancient   Greece   Lesson   2   
Facts   on   Ancient   Greece   
How   do   we   know   so   much   
about   the   Ancient   
Greeks?   Discover   in   this   
lesson!   

Tuesday   
Support   

MYON-   Choose   a   
Non-   fiction   text.     
Mrs   Walker   will   
assist   you.     

WR   Five   times   tables   
  

Looking   at   different   
questions   related   to   the   two   
times   tables.   

Handwriting     Non   Chronological   
Reports   -   looking   at   the   
features   of   a   non   
chronological   report.     

Online   Yoga   through   
Google   Classroom   

History   
Ancient   Greece   Lesson   2   
Facts   on   Ancient   Greece   
  

Wednesday  Write   a   review   of   
the   book   you   read   
yesterday.     

Square   numbers.   
What   is   a   square   number?   
Using   times   tables   
knowledge   to   work   out   and  
understand   square   numbers.  
  

5SHe   The   Demon   Dentist   
What   impression   does   the   
author   create   for   the   character   
‘Miss   Root’?   
  

5AA    Hansel   and   Gretel.   
To   answer   questions   on   the   
text.   
How   to   retrieve   evidence   and   
use   it   to   answer   questions.   

Non   Chronological   
Reports.   
To   develop   knowledge   
of   relative   clauses.   
  

5SHe   will   be   looking   at   
more   complex   
sentences.   

PE   with   Joe   Wicks   Science   
Space-   What   is   the   

Solar   System?   
L2   



  

Wednesday   
Support   

Write   a   paragraph   
to   Mrs   Walker   to   
share   information   
about   the   book   you   
read   on   Tuesday.     

Making   equal   groups   
  

Sharing   objects   into   equal   
groups     

Cause   and   Effect   questions   Non   Chronological   
Reports   -   Looking   at   
how   suffixes   change   the   
root   words.     

PE   with   Joe   Wicks   Science   
Space-   What   is   the   

Solar   System?   
  

Thursday   MYON   Choose   a   
fiction   book.  

Cube   numbers .  
Building   from   yesterday’s   
knowledge   of   square   
numbers,   how   to   work   out   
cube   numbers   and   what   they   
represent.   

Handwriting .   To   complete   the   
next   2   pages   of   their   
handwriting   books.   
A   photo   of   your   handwriting   
would   be   lovely   to   see!   

Non   Chronological   
Reports.   
To   develop   a   rich   
understanding   of   words   
associated   with   eating.     
New   vocabulary,   
identifying   word   pairs   
and   synonyms.   
Differentiated   
vocabulary   for   5AA.   

Times   Tables   Practise   
on   Hit   the   Button/   TT   

Rockstar   

ART -   Self   portraits   
A   step   by   step   guide   on   

how   to   draw   a   self   
portrait.   Children   will   
then   draw   their   own   

portraits.   

Thursday   
Support   

MYON   Choose   a   
fiction   book.   Mrs   
Walker   will   help   you   
if   you   need   support.  

Making   equal   groups   
  

Sharing   objects   into   equal   
groups     
  
  

Handwriting   Non   Chronological   
Reports   -   to   learn   about   
Portia   Spiders     

Times   Tables   Practise   
on   Hit   the   Button/   TT   

Rockstar   

ART-   Self   portrait   

Friday   MYON   Continue   
reading   your   fiction   
book.   

Prime   numbers.   
What   is   a   prime   number?   
Using   times   tables   
knowledge   to   determine   
which   numbers   are   prime   
and   which   are   not.   
  
  
  
  
  
  

5SHE   The   Demon   Dentist.   
To   analyse   characters.   
We   will   be   exploring   the   main   
characters.   
Looking   at   the   author's   choice   
of   language.   
5AA   Hansel   and   Gretel   
To   analyse   a   character.   
We   will   be   analysing   and   
exploring   in   more   depth   the   
stepmother   and   witch   
characters.   

Non   Chronological   
Reports.   
To   learn   about   tigers   
and   their   appearance.   
We   will   be   making   
notes   by   identifying   key   
information.   
Word   bank   with   topic   
specific   vocabulary   for   
5AA.   
  
  

PE   with   Joe   Wicks   PPA.   

Friday   
Support   

MYON   Continue   
reading   your   fiction   
book.   

Arithmetic   Test   
99   Times   table   
  

Just   like   we   do   every   week.   

Cause   and   Effect   questions   Non   Chronological   
Reports   -   to   develop   an   
understanding   of   
vocabulary   related   to   
the   report.   

PE   with   Joe   Wicks                    PPA   


